
 

Joshua P. Warren’s 

Master Manifestor Kit 
Meteorite Orgone Accumulator – Chakra Stones – Metal Wishing Plate 

 

This is the most powerful kit of its size ever designed to help boost your spiritual bio-field and manifestation experiments. It 

contains: 

1. An orgone accumulator, super-powered by actual meteorite dust. This is intended to be a super bio-energy battery that lasts 

forever. 

2. 7 natural chakra stones you can either place on your body or arrange on a photograph, or visual depiction, of your body.  

3. The metal virtual Wishing Plate, exclusively designed and produced by Warren. 

 

You can use all of these items together, or separately, depending on your experiments, to manifest personal wellness, 

abundance, and happiness in different ways. 

Here’s how to use each type of device: 

A: Orgone: The glass vial is the Orgone Accumulator. It is designed as a bio-energy battery that constantly delivers 

energy, similar to how an electrical capacitor is constantly building and releasing electricity. The bottom layer of 

this accumulator is actual “Star Dust” from the Nantan meteor that crashed in China in the 1500s.  

Stick the end of the included wooden “spike” into the cork on top of the bottle, so the golden ball is on top as part 

of an antenna. 

Keep this device near yourself, or a depiction of yourself, or anything else where you want a boost of energy the 

ancients called chi, ki, prana, or Reich’s orgone. 

 

B: Chakra Stones: The 7 Chakra Stones are traditionally used for tuning the proper energy for the 7 chakra points 

of the human body. You can place the stone near to your physical body part, or produce a printed photo, or similar depiction, of 

your body, and place the stones on the proper body parts in the picture (radionically). When properly placed, the goal is to 

create a harmonious chakra balance. 

1. “Crown” for awareness and spiritual advancement; quartz (clear) 

2. “Third Eye” for intuition; amethyst (purple) 

3. “Throat” for communication; sodalite (blue) 

4. “Heart” for love; aventurine (green) 

5. “Solar Plexus” for power; tiger’s eye (brownish-striped)  

6. “Sacral” for emotion; calcite (pink) 

7. “Root” for base survival functions; jasper (dark red) 

For more info, please research the human chakra points online. 

 



 

 

 

C: Metal Wishing Plate: This is the first-ever metallic rendition of Warren’s “virtual 

wishing machine plate.” It’s stainless steel with a brass finish. This design portrays 

configurations of Milky Way galaxy designed to project thoughts outward. Think about 

what you want to happen, and stare into the center of the plate. Whatever thought you 

project will be fired into the cosmos in all directions. You only need to glance into the 

middle, for one second, focusing on your thought. This will instantly blast your thought 

throughout the universe, creating a ripple to eventually manifest. You can do this over 

and over, whenever you need it, for the rest of your life. 

 

PLEASE USE THESE TOOLS WISELY  

AND FOR THE GOOD OF ALL. 

 

Thank You! 
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